Friends,

I’m writing today to address the Supreme Court’s hearing on President Biden’s federal vaccine mandates. At the heart of the issue is whether the Occupational Safety and Health Administration (OSHA) and Department of Health and Human Services (HHS) have the authority to force vaccine mandates on millions of Americans.

The answer is obvious. Biden’s vaccine mandates are absolutely unconstitutional, and it is my hope that the Supreme Court strikes them down immediately.

**TWEET:** The Supreme Court should throw out Biden’s vaccine mandate

Every American should have the freedom to consult with his or her doctor and make the best decision for themselves. However, President Biden’s vaccine mandates flip that principle on its head, forcing private employers across the country to dictate healthcare decisions to their employees. This will have devastating impacts on millions of Americans who are simply trying to make ends meet.

As it relates to today’s hearing, the most important factor is that no one elected the bureaucrats at OSHA and HHS. They are not lawmakers, and do not have the right to expand statutory authority, especially not in an unconstitutional manner. Yet, the Biden Administration continuously disregards the separation of powers.

**MORE:** OSHA can’t write its own laws

Vaccine mandates in general are wholly un-American. Whether the mandate is coming from OSHA, HHS, President Biden, the Secretary of Defense, or radical city mayors, I will stand against them each and every time.
Two years ago, we would have never imagined that Democrats would be so willing to sacrifice our liberties with such ease. Even Dr. Fauci was against the notion of vaccine mandates before Biden came to power. The moment we allow freedom to be sacrificed for safety, it becomes the new normal and will never be fully restored. That’s why unconstitutional directives such as these OSHA and HHS mandates need to be rejected out of hand.

No employer should face the prospect of debilitating fines due to their employees' private health choices. It’s simply none of Biden’s business who got the vaccine or not, and the same goes for any government official for that matter. After today, I pray that our Supreme Court Justices reach the right conclusion for the nation.

WATCH: [Damage from Biden’s mandate is already done](https://youtu.be/SKMKI2G5egg)

Are you having vaccine mandate trouble? [My office is here to help!](https://youtu.be/SKMKI2G5egg)

**Biden Job Numbers Miss the Mark Again**

Practically every month, the job reports that come out under President Biden's leadership seem to all have the same headline: “Below expectations,” as the number of actual jobs added to the economy repeatedly fall short of what the experts predicted.

TWEET: [Biden economy fails again](https://youtu.be/SKMKI2G5egg)

Today’s report was no different, with less than 200,000 jobs added last month, far below the over 400,000 expected. It was the worst jobs report of Biden’s presidency, so far, and quite indicative of how things are going with Democrats in control.

While Biden and Democrats push vaccine mandates on a struggling economy, Americans are still dealing with inflation, supply chain issues, and rising energy prices. They are simply focused on the wrong issues, and the American people are quite literally having to pay the price. We need to get this country back to sound economic policy and reject mandates and new efforts to pass Biden’s socialist spending spree.

https://youtu.be/SKMKI2G5egg
Are you satisfied with the direction of the country under Democrats?
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Submit survey to sign up for updates on my work in Congress.*

Sincerely,

Dan Bishop
Member of Congress
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